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CASE STUDY: JBC MODE

Aligning logistic process with
growth strategy
Belgian fashion retailer/e-tailer JBC Mode commissioned

•

Equinox MHE with the turnkey project for automating
and expanding the logistics process in its DC in
Houthalen.

The split tray sorter with wide oval layout is undoubtedly
at the heart of it all. Totes arriving at the sorter each

contain one of four segments of garments: Men, Women,

Kids and Mix. The main purpose of the sorter is to sort them
into totes per store, per segment and even per subsegment,
accurately and efficiently.

The scope

To provide the most efficient flow for picking to shipping,
buffers are installed before and after the sorter. The pre-

sorter buffer collects all the products for the next sorting

batch and releases them when needed. This allows JBC to

•

Emptied totes are put on a take-away conveyor at the

induction zone and transported on a carousel that runs
past the stations.

Operators around the sorter push full totes onto another
conveyor belt underneath the sorter. Full totes arrive at

the tote-turn unit and label applicator stations to receive

a shipping label before they are transported to the shipping buffer and palletizing robot.

Warehouse control system

A very important but less visible part of the JBC Mode turn-

key project is the Warehouse Control System. This IT system
controls all subsystems such as the flat and hang sorter,
conveyors, buffers, and robot. JBC Mode’s host system

provides distribution information to the WCS and the WCS
reports back to the host system.

prepare their batches. The shipping buffer enables efficient
planning and a controlled release of shipments.

Ergonomics were very important for JBC as well. To relieve

the operators as much as possible, totes are transported via
conveyors throughout the entire process. At the end of the
line, a robot is installed that automatically stacks totes that
are ready for shipping on pallets.

The process
•

•
•
•
•

•

Trains of totes are automatically transported from the

pre-sorter to the split tray sorter. Totes are evenly distributed over the 16 induction stations.

Each induction zone has four induction stations
equipped with scanners and screens.

The split tray sorter sorts flat garments and fashion accessories either packed in polybags or unpacked.

Double trays are installed, meaning that one tray can
hold one large product or two smaller ones.

At the right destination, the tray opens and the product

drops onto a plate that either tilts to the left or right and
lets the product slide gently into the correct tote.

The sorter includes 216 store destinations, of which 27
use dynamic allocation.

1. Pre-sorter buffer

Tote buffer that stores up to 1.000 totes. The buffer is
directly connected to the sorter and will release items
when they need to be sorted.

2. Split tray sorter

The sorter enables a capacity of 21.600 trays per hour.

3. Labeling and tote turn unit

pushed on a take-away conveyor for reuse at stations.

ID information. Before they enter the shipping buffer,

Items are sorted directly into totes. Empty totes can be
Full totes at the stations can be pushed on a conveyor
that is directly connected to the shipping buffer.

After leaving the stations, the totes are labeled to add
a tote turn unit ensures the correct positioning for the
totes.
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4. Shipping buffer
5. Palletizer robot

Similar to the pre-sorter buffer, but with storage space

and applies a lid on them after stacking.

sorter and the palletizing robot.

The robot automatically stacks the totes on a pallet

for over 2.000 totes. The buffer is connected to the
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